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How to force threads to dequeue element from middle of the queue in Java I
have an object of queue that contains 100 threads. How can I force one thread

to dequeue element from the middle of the queue. Thanks, A: Dequeueing from
the middle of the queue is pretty hard in Java. First of all, there is no guarantee
to be able to remove elements from the middle of the queue. A queue can have

elements added to it from both the front and the back, so you can't simply
dequeue from the middle. If the queue is implemented with an ArrayDeque

(which you should really consider the case of a queue), you can use pollFirst().
Calling this method while polling from the back will dequeue the queue element

that was returned by pollLast(). However, there are a couple of issues here.
First, the call to pollLast() forces a full iteration of the queue. Since you have
100 threads, it is entirely likely that all 100 threads will dequeue something in

one pass, and this is going to seriously hurt your performance. Now, it is usually
an excellent idea for threads to dequeue from the queue in the order of their
arrival, rather than doing a full-pass over the queue. This way, if thread X

comes in before thread Y, then X will dequeue from the front of the queue, and
Y will dequeue from the back of the queue. Since it's a queue, it means that the
element you want will just be sitting right there at the front ready to dequeue.
This is not necessarily an easy thing to guarantee, though, since a number of

threads could arrive simultaneously. The use of ultrasonography in the treatment
of tendinopathy of the rotator cuff. Overuse sports injuries are one of the most
common musculoskeletal problems. The rotator cuff is the most common site
for overuse sports injuries, with the supraspinatus being the most commonly

involved muscle. Therapeutic modalities for the treatment of rotator cuff
tendinopathy include nonoperative modalities, such as activity modification,

physical therapy, muscle-relaxing massage, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs and steroid injection, 3da54e8ca3
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